Sex differences in human circadian rhythms: intrinsic periods and sleep fractions.
The period of freerunning circadian rhythms is significantly shorter and the fraction of sleep is significantly larger in human females than in males, as long as the rhythms run internally synchronized. The sex difference in the period could be a property either of the whole circadian system or of only one of the oscillators in a multi-oscillator system. The sex difference in the sleep fraction could be a fixed property of the sleep-wake rhythm or could depend on interactions in the multi-oscillator system. To investigate these questions, a sample of 33 long-term experiments, in which the rhythms ran internally synchronized in one section and internally desynchronized in another section, were analyzed. The periods of rhythms in rectal temperature were different in females and males during internal synchronization, but became identical during internal desynchronization. In contrast, sex differences in sleep-wake periods were more pronounced when the rhythms were desynchronized than when they were internally synchronized. This result provides evidence that the sex difference in periodicity is a property only of the sleep-wake rhythm; the intrinsic periods of temperature rhythms are identical in females and males, whereas those of sleep-wake rhythms are distinctly shorter in females than in males. In the state of internal synchronization, the joint period is a compromise between the intrinsic periods of the rhythms involved, and therefore it shows a small but significant sex difference. Moreover, the transition from internally synchronized to desynchronized rhythms is combined with a highly significant reduction in the sleep fraction, which is considerably greater in females than in males. These results suggest that the occurrence of internal desynchronization strongly affects the sleep-wake rhythm, and that the influence of rhythm disorders is considerably greater in females than in males.